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It is with pleasure that I present the Annual Report for 2016. Torrens Valley Children's Centre has been an exciting and
rewarding learning place to be in 2016.. across the year. This has been clearly evident in our ongoing reflection and
commitment to action around developing a community of powerful learners and a deepening sense of community across
and beyond the Centre. In 2016 we have improved the way children's dispositions inform our curriculum planning ,
continued to build on our work around sustained shared & "hard thinking" with children and built educator capacity to
engage in community of inquiry processes to support their professional development.
Highlights of the year have included:
- Continuing to develop strong connections to our community. Our Community Links program with Gumeracha Primary
School has been reviewed with a new energy and purpose evident as the senior students have been engaging in a buddy
program designed to demystify the often daunting prospect of "big kids" as children transition to school. Our child care
program hosted a wonderfully successful "grandparents day" early in term 4 and the Kindy children have continued to be
regular users of our community services and resources.
- Our Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden Program (SAKG) has been developed into a curriculum initiative that has seen
children and educators engage in planting, tending and harvesting "home grown" produce to enjoy as part of regular
cooking adventures! We thank all of our wonderful parents who have donated seedlings and seeds to keep this project
community oriented.
- The Kindy team have been involved in a Torrens Valley Partnership inquiry project that centered on building educator
capacity to strengthen the learning processes that underpin numeracy development. Engaging in a 4 part series of
workshops with Lisa-Jane O'Connor, as part of the project, enabled the Kindy team to build on our learning, around the
DECD Numeracy Indicators, from extensive work we did with her in 2015
At the end of 2016 our longstanding Assistant Director, Shelley Buhlman, resigned from her position. I thank her for her
commitment to our children and families over the past 19 years. I would also like to thank Sue Melville-Smith who has
taken up the role in the interim, until our newly appointed Assistant Director takes up the position from January 23rd 2017.

As the end of 2016 rapidly approaches, I would like to extend a tremendous thank you to Jayne, the wonderful staff at the
centre and the entire Governing Council! What a wonderful job you all do and without you all our children's centre wouldn't
be the same.
This year has seen some wonderful additions, such as the introduction of the Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden
Program, working bees to which we endlessly thank the volunteers who put their time, effort and donations of plants,
seeds and supplies - where would we be without you!
On the less positive end, our centre has not been immune to the economic downturn of South Australian industry, where
the flow on effect regrettably saw a reduction in available budget funds at the centre. The centre and Governing Council
will continue their hard work to turn this around in 2017.
We also said goodbye to our long term assistant Director, Shelley, who after 19 years left to take on new challenges. We
wish her all the best. With Shelley's departure Sue has stepped in as the Acting Assistant Director and is doing a terrific
job. She will pass the torch over to newly appointed Kate Ford who we cant wait to welcome to the team in the new year.
Kate is local to our community and will be sure to add great value to our centre!
Lastly, I would like to wish every child, parent and staff member a very safe and happy holiday season and look forward to
a bright and promising year in 2017.
Kind regards
Emma Foster
2016 TVCC Chairperson

Building on our work from 2015, our overarching improvement focus for 2016 continued to centre around developing a
community of powerful learners with our children, staff and families.
A large piece of our work across the centre focused improving how dispositions inform our planning processes. Using a
Disposition Scan, we assessed & monitored children's dispositions over the year. Analysis of the initial data collection
early in term 2 provided opportunity for reflective dialogue and set the improvement direction of developing learning
environments that supported children to demonstrate persistence. Children's progress was tracked over 2 & 1/2 terms,
with 50% of children across the centre demonstrating significant growth. The analysis of data collected regularly through
the Disposition Scan will continue to inform our planning for learning in 2017.
Numeracy was also an improvement priority. Kindy staff enaged in a Partnership wide early years inquiry project that built
educator capacity around strengthening the learning processes that underpin numeracy development. Targeted PD with
Lisa-Jane O'Connor supported the Kindy team to build on quite extensive learning our the DECD Numeracy indicators that
we undertook with Lisa-Jane in 2015. Kindy staff reported that the inquiry enabled them to track & monitor children's
numeracy learning better, plan and evaluate learning programs that were richer and supported higher level learning
processes such as visualising & reasoning. The Child Care team felt that whilst numeracy had been brought to the
forefront of their thinking and program planning, that a more targeted approach to building educator capacity would be of
significant value in developing children as powerful learners of numeracy in 2017.
Our centre wide strategies that have focused on increasing children's understanding of and active participation in learning
for the environment have resulted in a noticeable difference in how children think about, talk about and act sustainably.
Examples include active & independent recycling of a variety of meal time waste, using the language of "recycle", re-use",
noticing symbols and actively seeking to conserve resources such as water and energy. A large number of the older
children are also recognising that their families recycle/reuse at home and transferring their learning to the home context.
We believe that sustainable practices in both our service operations and our educational program are now embedded
across the site.
Our work around developing staff as powerful learners centered on using a Community of Inquiry approach to professional
development within our termly team forums. Feedback from staff around this approach indicates that it provides valuable
and inclusive opportunities for staff to engage in collaborative learning and collective dialogue. We will continue to embed
this approach into our culture and build upon opportunities for staff to engage in smaller inquiry groups in 2017.
We strongly believe that educator's capacity to engage in sustained shared thinking with children, through intentional use
of strategies such as using open-ended questions, has grown over the year. Our children are becoming powerful thinkers
and users of open-ended questions in their everyday play and learning. In 2017 we will prioritise building educator
capacity to engage in interactions with children and create learning environments & opportunities that support the
development of growth mindsets.
Our whole centre Professional Development day in early 2017, with Niki Buchan, is sure to set the scene for the team to
reflect on and develop possibilities for improving not only how we document our planning and children's learning but also
how we share this with our families and community.

The centre had an average of 70 families enrolled across the year. 42 children were enrolled in Child Care program only
and 18 families regularly accessed both the Child Care and Kindy services. The Kindy program saw enrolments hold
steady at capacity throughout 2016. Early in the year , due to a staffing cap, we had to redirect a number of enrolment
inquires to nearby preschools who still had vacancies. In Term 4 we were able to secure additional funding to allow entry
of a child who would otherwise have not been able to attend a preschool program. Three of our Kindy children were in
their second year of preschool, having entered the program under the 3 year old Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander
enrolment policy at the beginning of 2015.

After continued consultation with our new families, our Kindy program continued to offer 15 hours of preschool per week,
delivered as 2 full days in terms 1 & 2 and 3 full days in terms 3 & 4. This proved to be highly successful as our attendance
continues to be close to or higher than the state average. Attendance over the year in our Child Care program was lower
than expected at the beginning of 2016. Full time equivalent attendances (FTE's) have fluctuated from 15.3 in January to a
high of 17 in June, falling to 13.8 in October. The average FTE for 2016 was 15.59 children. We have not lost families to
other sites, but have experienced a growing trend amongst families who are now booking on a casual basis as both
partners juggle their work hours to share the care of the children.

The Kindy program continues to have a high number of children who transition from our Centre to government schools.
Only a small percentage (7.2%) of families have opted for non-government schooling options. We continue to work
closely with our local feeder schools, both at a Partnership level and as part of our Local Early Years Educator Network.
The outcomes of initiatives that support transition processes and continuity of learning are shared with our Centre
families, which we believe, in turn, supports the sense of community and consistency of key messages amongst our local
education and care sites.

The Parent Opinion Survey is one of the ways we ask our Kindy families to provide feedback to us on the major areas of
our service delivery and management. This is then used to inform our improvement priorities. Key findings in the 2016
survey were that almost 100% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that our teaching & learning program was of a
high quality, with 100% strongly agreeing that our teachers are enthusiastic in their learning. Similarly,almost 100% agreed
or strongly agreed that their child was part of a highly supportive learning environment. Our commitment towards
developing relationships and strong communication processes with families was highlighted with all respondents strongly
agreeing or agreeing that this was a strength. Feedback around Leadership & Decision Making was also rated as Strongly
agree or agree in 100% of responses.
Other areas in which we collect and document feedback from families throughout the year include orientation &
expectations, our assessment & reporting processes and curriculum (ie; Maths Audit). These sources of feedback, along
with informal comments/suggestions (documented), provide valuable information to us from which to build on
processes/practices that are working well and identify areas for improvement.

There are processes in place to ensure that all Centre employees have current DCSI Criminal History Screenings. Copies
of these are kept in staff files and records kept at the front desk, with staff given reminders when their screenings are 3
months from expiry date. As our Centre Governing Council is the employing authority of the Child Care employees, all
members must also have current DCSI history clearances. An audit is performed after the AGM in February to identify
which members (new or existing) need a one and new applications processed by the Centre immediately to ensure
compliance.

$19,950.00

Funding provided for building teacher capacity around the Indicators of Preschool Numeracy &
Literacy was used primarily for attendance of all Kindy staff at Professional Development sessions.
The remaining funds of $240.00 went towards the purchase of teacher resources/books including
"Mathematical Mindsets" and math dictionaries. Funding for Family Literacy was used to purchase
resources (including educator time) to improve social language & wellbeing/involvement outcomes
fro our 3 aboriginal children.

N/A

N/A

Supported educators to develop an
effective way of tracking & monitoring
children's numeracy. Supported improved
noticing & documenting numeracy &
literacy learning.

